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Text Generation

Hutter dataset is often referred as a benchmark for character-level language modeling (Sutskever et al., 2011; Graves, 2013). In this supplementary material, we provide some samples generated by the gated-feedback RNN with LSTM units which was trained on Hutter dataset. We sampled once from the model (except the last sample) after providing a seed sequence extracted from the test set which was not used for training the model. We use bold-faced font whenever the following (generated) characters are considered highly relevant to the context of earlier seed text. We use red color to distinguish the seed text snippet from the generated one.

Sample #1

England, Italy, France, Germany and others.  
==Euro scepticism in the United Kingdom==

Humbert and Colombi  
* [[Royal Charlamagne|Crown Union of the Eastern Radio Silver Station]]  
([719 AD]) explodes almost do train open in reaction to do not form dry oil. This is an essential implication of [[posttransistor|posttransistor]] that is significantly assumes modification of question. For example, it does not entail a being with a lower case, and declared they oil on ‘(The Glorification of Touchstuff’ ‘([2005 in literate press|prethis version]) was of the progress of [[Orestes]]’. A top ranking of the decades was the beginning of Fulham ([Dan Ollisal]) to put the a contract that could become a minimal operating system in common law. Membership however, stemmes Burroughs struggles to conduct a museums] of this national lands are explicated in all groups, especially in traditional Ukrainian monetary values.

Sample #2

In Europe, Paris was the center stage for the [[French Revolution]], and it became an important centre of finance, commerce, and funding important. The markets for the Union also include the invention of money lower risks among a possible sacrifice and electrotect and their chemical design, though armor facilities featuring a variety of [[oak tree]]s are applied to the data structures of the object, a risk supporting, such as dollarize -200 years ago.

Sample #3

Istanbul is located in north-western [[Turkey]] and south-eastern Europe within the [[Marmara Region]] on a total area of 600km² andwards by merging the airport and carry [[Discount of Cuba#Year of Empire|Temastique]], "andwards by merging the airport and carry Europe within the [[Marmara Region]] on a total area of 600km².

Sample #4

Google was founded by [[Larry Page]] and [[Sergey Brin]] while they were [[Doctor of Philosophy|Ph.D.]] students at [[Stanford University]]. Together they own about 14,000 files [[fimber|266]] ([[January 15|15]]) ([[January 12|12]]) ([[January 1|1]]. Leading the democratisation of the Czech Republic in 1946, the descendants of [[Charlotte of the Hanseatic Council|Charlotte of the Hanseatic Council]] were trophy in the House of Lords, begun as wives in [[North Africa]], [[Nigeria]], [[Spanish Islam Mary]], [[Africa]] between (15,401) in 1949. Brown was refusingly implisf of opushism with some demonstrations of angels existed by merry with individuals that not yet be seen on the naked surname Grigorius titled 'Cm by Krozian Islam, the husband of Apis also the process of deriving opposites octa, to Governmental Discovery and Health Statistics.

Sample #5

Wikipedia

* [[http://www.civilization.com/ Civilization.com]]

* [[http://www.theraider.net TheRaider.net]]

* [[http://www.indianaunes.com/ Indianaunes.com]]

* [[http://www.indianajones.com/ IndianaJones.com]]

* [[http://thesupermanhq.com SupermanHQ.com]]
Sample #7

---Disadvantages of IMAP---

- IMAP is a very heavy and complicated protocol.
  Writing your own custom implementation of an IMAP server is of at least 20 orders of magnitude
  more complicated than a POP3 implementation.
  Client implementations are also much more complicated.

- Due to its capabilities, mythology's possibility is still incomplete.
  Commentators on epistemic definitions typical of the past fail short of ethical altruism limit, arguing
  that the delegation should not be appropriate to oppress it, without expressive our knowledge about
  free market activities, as well as some - it is possible to check the limits on Wikipedia.
  Put in direct film video - Advance Australia
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